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ABSTRACT
Cashless economy has increased the demand of digital affairs. Online transactions using Credit cards is one
of the most often used medium of digital transactions. Spike in recent years is seen in fraudulent transactions
across the digital platform. The researchers have suggested many techniques in the past for detection of
fraudulent transactions. But due to the key challenges like the changing profiles of both fraudulent and nonfraudulent transaction and data being unbalanced hinders technologies like data mining and major algorithm
of machine learning (such as KNN, SVM, Random Forest and Decision Tree) and models of deep learning.
Therefore, a novel proposal has been suggested for detecting the credit card fraud transaction using an
optimized CatBoost Algorithm for determining that whether the transaction is legitimate or fraudulent by
optimizing the Bayesian-based hyper parameter to tune the parameter of the CatBoost Algorithm. Hence, we
suggest this novel approach as ADOCA (Anomaly Detection using an Optimized CatBoost Algorithm).
Based on that, we compare our approach from the different binary classification algorithms that includes
Logistic Regression, KNN, SVC, Decision Tree and Random Forest.
KEYWORDS: Credit card fraud, Binary Classification, Machine Learning, CatBoost, Optimized
CatBoost
I. INTRODUCTION

transactions but none of them were able to detect
the real time fraudulent transactions. So, a lot of
Machine Learning and deep learning approaches
were proposed, however these approaches are also
not able to detect those fake transactions very
clearly. So, we need a novel approach to identify
the credit card fraud transaction and classify them
that which transactions are legitimate and which
transaction are fraudulent.

In the past decades one of the easiest
payment method for e-commerce and
communication was credit card transaction. With
the successful credit card transaction, it is quite
smooth to buy anything using digital payment
through credit cards. As the customers of credit
card increased, there was also a remarkable
increase of fraudsters who purchased products
using other’s credit card without letting the owner
of that card know, from that time it was called as
fraudulent transaction. The fraudulent transaction
was very less in amount but by those transaction
billions of losses were transacted from the credit
cards.

Hence, a novel approach has been
proposed for credit card fraud detection to classify
that which transactions are fraudulent and which
one are legitimate. Our proposed novel technique
is “A Novel Approach for Credit Card Fraud
Detection using an Optimized CatBoost
Algorithm”. This novel technique is best suited
for the credit card fraud detection on real time
dataset. So, we suggest our novel technique as

Thus the main concern is to identify those
fake transactions by any means. Many researches
were suggested for detecting those fraudulent
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ADOCA (Anomaly Detection using Optimized
CatBoost Algorithm).
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other approaches whereas the accuracy of the
BNN (Bayesian Neural Network) was found to be
90.3%, while the accuracy of decision tree was
73.6%. The data that was used for training the
models were collected from 76 different
companies of credit card. The data included 38
illegitimate transactions which were evaluated by
the firms.

To implement our new approach, there was a
requirement of real-world transaction dataset. So,
we downloaded the credit card fraud transaction
from UCI [22]. In which, we have total of 284,807
credit card transaction without missing values,
that consists of 492 datasets as fraudulent and the
rest of are legitimate.

For the development of the model to classify
unsupervised illegitimate transaction on credit
card SOM (Self Organizing Map) was used. The
advantage of using SOM is that it is independent
of the historical data for training. It learns from
it’s improved transactions, thus SOM is a better
model for prediction which does not depends on
the pattern of the data that is trained. The newly
developed and accepted field of machine learning
is deep learning. Deep learning is used for
modelling complex system by using concepts of
neural network. Many researchers have used deep
learning for classification of illegitimate credit
card transaction.

In this novel technique first, we implement the
dimensionality reduction algorithm that is PCA
(Principal Component Analysis) on the dataset
that has been downloaded from the UCI,
following that we implement an Optimized
CatBoost Algorithm. Here the enhancement is
done by tuning the hyperparameter of the
CatBoost Algorithm using Bayesian-based an
intelligent method, after that applying K-Fold
cross validation. We performed model evaluation
of the implemented approach by calculating
accuracy, precision, recall, f1 score and AUC
score. After that we compared our proposed novel
method from the existing method like Logistic
Regression, K-NN, Decision Tree and Random
Forest.

Jurgousky et al [19] used deep learning based
LSTM (Long term memory) model for prediction
of illegitimate credit card transaction.

2. RELATED WORK

Fiore et al [21] proposed a generative
adversarial network used synthetic making
scheme instance for removing the skewness of the
data.

Many studies and findings includes Machine
Learning Techniques to classify the legitimate
and illegitimate transactions. In recent years many
financial institution used Machine Learning
algorithms to identify phishing, website detection.
Providing a reliable environment for their regular
activities, the most commonly used field of
Machine Learning were supervised and
unsupervised learning. Majorly the supervised
learning algorithms were used in many research
and also unsupervised algorithms were used. The
models were trained using historical data. The
historical data are priory labelled as legitimate and
illegitimate transactions after training the models.
They were used to classify the legitimate and
illegitimate transaction. The model results were
analyzed by using various multidimensional result
analysis techniques like precision, recall,
accuracy, AUC and ROC Curves. Few of the
algorithms used were logistic regression, KNN,
SUM, Probabilistic Neural network and genetic
programming. The model built via probabilistic
neural network had better results as compared to

Carcello et al [33] proposed a model using the
unattended outliers rating and the supervised
classifier based feature selection process, the
model showed a promising result for the
classification of the illegitimate credit card fraud
detection. In yet another paper Carcillo
implemented SCARFF (scalable real time fraud
finder) which includes Big Data Analytics
techniques like (CASSANDRA Kafka and
SPARK) along with machine learning techniques
for classifying the illegitimate Credit Card
transactions [34]
Yuan [16] proposed a novel technique by
mixing deep neural networks and spectral graph
analysis, it also uses deep auto encoder for feature
selection but the data was not processed for the
class imbalance, hence the results would be better
if the model was used after processing the class
imbalance of data. The ensemble learners of
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supervised machine learning also known as lazy
learners were used for the classification of
illegitimate credit card transactions. The
ensemble learners are classified into two fields of
bagging and boosting algorithms like random
forest and bagging classifier are part of the
bagging techniques whereas the boosting has Ada
boost, gradient boost, XG Boost, Vote boost. The
bagging classifiers uses any of the classifiers
along with the bagging technique, most often used
classifier is decision tree. The Boosting algorithm
is based on the concept of weak learners and
decision stump (single node tree). Previously
many papers used the ensemble learners based
classifiers for the classification of illegitimate
transactions. The optimization is an integral part
of the machine learning. Many optimizers are
available for deducing the optimal solution for the
problem. One such optimizers are bio inspired
Algorithms which is used for achieving regional
solution to the optimization problems.
Kamaruddin [47] combined auto Associative
neural network with the particle Swarn optimizers
to build a model for the classification of
illegitimate credit card transactions

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

programming is used for implementing and
testing of the proposed novel technique on Jupiter
notebook framework.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed novel approach ADOCA
contains various stages of data pre-processing,
training the model, and the multidimensional
result analysis of the illegitimate credit card
transactions. The Architecture diagram of the
novel ADOCA approach is shown in the figure 1
and the various stages are discussed below.
This proposed novel method is of Machine
Learning technique which is performed on Intel i3
processor system of 8GB of ram. Python

Figure 1: ADOCA for credit card fraud detection

to maintain the privacy of the client. The
important features like time of the transaction and
transaction amount feature and not changed by
using dimension reduction algorithm

3.1 Dataset and Pre-processing
A real time dataset is used for building the
model and evaluation of the model. The credit
card data set of users from Europe was collected
in September 2013 which contains 2,84,807
transactions which includes both legitimate and
illegitimate transactions. The dataset has 492
illegitimate transactions and 2,84,315 legitimate
transactions. After applying the PCA algorithm
only 31 important features are available in order
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Table I : Credit Card Dataset
total no.
of
transact
ions

total
no. of
legiti
mate
trans
actio
ns

total
no. of
fraudul
ent
transac
tions

No.
of
featu
res

Ref.

Data
Set

Credit
card
data

284,807

284,3
15

492

31

[22]
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and can be extended across a variety of areas and
variety of issues.
The Catboost Algorithm uses Bayesian based
approach for hyper tuning optimization for the
parameters. The high performance Catboost
Algorithm can manage massive volume of data
easily. It was developed by Yandex researchers
and engineers.
Algorithm 1: Ordered Boosting
Input : { (xk , yk) }nk=1 , I;
σ  random permutation of [1,n];
Mi 0 for i = 1..n;
for t 1 to I do
for i  1 to n do
ri  yi - Mσ(i)- 1(xi) ;
for i  1 to n do
ΔM 
Learn Model((xj, rj ):
σ (j)<= i);
Mi  Mi + ΔM;
return Mn

Table I summarizes the data set which
includes the details related to the transactions, like
total number of legitimate and illegitimate
transactions. The table clearly indicate that the
data is tuned imbalanced. The data skewness leads
to either over fitted or under fitted model. For
removing the skewness of the data set we use the
random over sampler. The random over sampler
will balance the number of legitimate and
illegitimate transactions for training the model.
We use the k-fold validation to avoid the
overfitting of the model to obtain the most suitable
parameters for the model. We used the grid search
CV model. Here the average of all the parameters
are tested and measured over the dataset [38]

Algorithm 2 : Building a tree in Catboost
Input : M , {(xi , yi) }ni=1 , α, L, {σi} si=1, Mode
grad CalcGradient (L,M,y);
r  random (1,s) ;
If Mode= Plain then
G  (gradr (i) for i=1..n);
If Mode = Ordered then
G  (grad r, σ (i) -1 (i) for i= 1..n) ;
T empty tree;
for each step of top down procedure do
for each candidate split c do
Tc  add split c to T;
If Mode = Plain then
Δ(i)  avg (grad r (p) for
p : leaf r (p) = leaf r (i) ) for i = 1..n;
If Mode = Ordered then
Δ(i)  avg (grad r ,σ r ( i ) -1 (p) for
p : leaf r (p) = leaf r (i) , σ r (p) < σ r (i) )
for i = 1..n;
loss (Tc)  cos(Δ , G)
T  arg min Tc (loss (Tc))
If Mode= Plain then
Mr’ (i)  M r’ (i) – α avg (grad r’ (p) for
p : leaf r’ (p) = leaf r’(i)) for r’= 1..s , i = 1..n;
If Mode = Ordered then
M r’ , j (i)  M r’ , j (i) – α avg (grad r’ , j (p) for
p : leaf r’(p) = leaf r’ (i) , σ r’ (p) <= j ) for
r’
=1..s,
i=1..n , j>=σ r’(i) – 1 ;
return T, M

3.2 Feature Selection
The Catboost Algorithm is a combination
of categorical and boosting. This includes
gradient boosting algorithm on the decision tree.
Catboost algorithm creates extra features by
combining the obtainable categorical features that
has a high dependency. It is not feasible to hold
all the combinations hence it uses greedy method
to find the best combination. It uses the
categorical data used by the tree along with the
available categorical features in data for the
combinations.
3.3 The Optimized Catboost Classifier
The Catboost algorithm is employed to identify
illegitimate purchase of transaction on the credit
card. The Catboost algorithm is an optimized
advanced decision tree learning algorithm. The
Catboost algorithm uses gradient boosting
algorithm on the decision tree. Catboost is the
Matrixnet algorithm’s successor, that is widely
used within the organization to ranking task,
forecast and make recommendations. It’s basic
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In the Catboost algorithm [39] contains plain
and ordered boosting methods. The Catboost
Algorithm adds an independent random
permutation as a feature in the training data. The
σ0 to σs permutation is employed for evaluation of
splits possible in the tree. σ0 is used to select the
leaf value bj of the trees obtained i.e. if the given
permutation contains a short history then a high
variance can be observed between target statistics
(TS) and the predictions made and used by the
ordered boosting. If we use only one permutation
then there are chances of increase in the variance,
hence we increase the count of permutation in
order to check that the variance is not abruptly
increased.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

If the feature set includes any categorical
values then it uses the concept of supporting
models. If there are no categorical value it will use
the simple gradient boost decision tree.
The Catboost algorithm is a parametrized
machine learning model. It contains many
parameters like depth of the tree, the co-efficient,
the cos function, the learning rate of the gradient
technique, bagging temperature for the Bayesian
bootstrap, border count which is directly related
to the training time, scale_POS_weight. All the
parameter values can be optimized, by tuning the
hyper parameter making use of the grid search CV
model. Many of these parameters can lead to over
fitted or under fitted model if not optimized.

The Catboost algorithm make use of decision
tree as base predictors. The decision tree makes
use of a single split benchmark for the complete
tree that would give a balanced tree which will be
less prone towards overfitting and potentially
boost the execution time of prediction. The
pseudo code of the algorithm is mentioned in the
second figure. The supporting model Mij is
retained in the ordered boosting boosting mode
throughout the process of learning. The Mij
represents the prediction for the ith input based on
the 1st Jth sample of the permutation σj for building
a tree Ti we will randomly select a random
permutation from {σi … σn }in each iteration. The
permutation greatly affect the tree learning
process and also it affect the Target Statistics.

3.4 Model Evaluation Using Performance
Metrics
The dataset that is obtainable for training the
model is unbalanced hence the result analysis
cannot be done by dividing the dataset in 80:20
ratio in which 80 percent of data is to be used for
training purpose and rest 20 percent for testing.
Traditionally the rest of 20 percent is predicted by
the model and the result is analysed with the
actual outcome. There are greater chances that the
testing data would be biased towards any
outcome. Hence you will have a statistical
approach i.e. K-Fold Cross Validation. We have
used K- Fold of 5 for the result analysis. The kfold of 5 will form five sub dataset out of the
original data sets where each subset contains 20
percent of original dataset. By doing so we have
equal chance of randomly selecting dataset with
legitimate and illegitimate as an outcome.

The gradients grad r, j (i) are computed based
on the supporting model (Mr,j). While constructing
the tree we consider the approximation of the
gradient G, using the cosine similarity cos (. ,.) ,
for calculating the gradient for current sample we
use the previous sample
permutation. For
calculating the split value of the leaf node, we take
the average of gradients of the earlier example
which are prior to the current leaf nodes. The
Target Statistics is highly impacted by the
permutation of the feature set and the leaf node is
also impacted highly because of the permutation.
All the supporting models are boosted by the tree
built by using the permutation. It is observed that
a single common tree is used for all the models.
But only the structure is same and contains
different leaf nodes for individual supporting
models based on the input feature set. The pseudo
code 2 corresponds the same.

Four of the sub datasets are employed for
training the model and rest of the dataset is
predicted based on that, accuracy is being
calculated. The process is repeated for five times
and the accuracy obtained in five times is the final
accuracy of the model.
Further many tests are conducted during the
K-Fold cross validation which includes the
confusion matrix which contains the number of
correctly predicted legitimate and illegitimate
transaction and also the number of incorrectly
predicted legitimate and illegitimate transaction
based on the attributes of the confusion matrix,
further the precision of model, recall of the model
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accuracy of the model, AUC and F1 scores are
calculated as.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The result analysis of the discussed model
for prediction of illegitimate transaction is done
by using a 5-fold cross validation is used on the
dataset. Using the Bayesian-based hyper
parameter optimisation method, the suggested
methodology is equipped with tailored
parameters. The concept of k-fold cross validation
is adopted as a strategy to plan and verify the
testing and evaluation of the dataset. The
experimental data were uniformly divided into k
subsets for k-fold cross testing. One subset is used
as the control sample of every trial, and the
remainder of the k-1 subsets are used as training
sets. On a limit of k experiments, each subset
being utilized as a study range for one sub-set for
a time. The model's performance is measured as
its average findings obtained from studies with
k.

The Confusion Matrix uses the following
terms for measuring credit card fraud detection
performance:
TP(i.e. True Positive) applies to the no of fatalities
Credit card Transactions are classified
appropriately.
FP(i.e. False Positive) represents the number of
fraudulent purchases in credit card fraud
classified as fraud.
FN(i.e. False Negative) signifies fake credit card
numbers transactions which are marked as
natural.
TN(i.e. True Negative) corresponds to the amount
of daily, correctly categorized credit card
purchases.

The accuracy of classification is usually
used to check whether the machine learning
model used for prediction of illegitimate
transaction is perfectly fitted or under/over fitted
model.
Because
of
Class, Credit
card
transaction unbalance data collection, consistency
the success evaluation as discussed in the
introduction is inadequate by itself. For evaluation
and comparison of our comprehensive approach,
we executed the following tests.

The measures, which are used for evaluating the
performance are as follows:
Accuracy= (TP+TN) / (TP+TN+FP+FN)
Precision= TP/ (TP+FP)
Recall= TP/ (TP + FN )
F1 – Score = 2* (Precision * Recall) / (Precision
+ Recall )

(i) Evaluate the results against a set
of indicators including accuracy,
precision, recall, F1-score and
AUC to thoroughly evaluate
ADOCA algorithm classification
performance;
(ii) Using the freely accessible
accuracy tests as the validation
criterion to check that the
ADOCA algorithm
is superior,
relative to other comparison
algorithms.

Precision and recall are the measure of
performance of the model for every class of the
outcome.
Accuracy results
in
general
performance of the dataset. If the dataset is
skewed then there are possibilities that the
accuracy might be high for an outcome and low
for another. Precision measures the correctly
predicted outcomes a high precision indicates the
model is fitted perfectly for both the biased as well
as unbiased dataset. The recall indicates the error
rate of the model for all the possible outcome. A
high recall means the model is under fitted it could
be due to improper processing of the data set or
due to skewed dataset. Generally the values of
precision and recall are plotted for a visual
representation and better understanding of the
effectiveness of the model. Also the AUC score of
the model can be calculated if the score is near to
1 that means the model is perfectly fitted for the
dataset.

According to the confusion matrix shown in
Table II, evaluation indicators for instance
accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score and AUC are
set.
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Table II: Comparison between ADOCA and other
algorithms with comprehensive indicators

Algor
ithm
LR
KNN
SVM
DT
RF
Propo
sed
ADO
CA

Accu
racy
0.968
2
0.969
0
0.970
6
0.955
0
0.978
7
0.999
6

Preci
sion
0.001
5
0.112
2
0.002
0
0.458
3
0.252
1
0.945
2

Rec
all
0.0
101
0.1
498
0.0
106
0.0
799
0.6
547
0.7
931

F1_S
core
0.003
0
0.128
4
0.001
4
0.137
5
0.364
2
0.862
4
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Table III. Performance comparison of the proposed
approach with other methods utilizing the accuracy
metric

AU
C
0.7
020
0.5
930
0.4
780
0.6
630
0.8
690
0.9
801

Approach
Concept Drifts Adaption
[31]
Local Outlier Factor [4]
Isolation Forest [29]
Random Forest [45]
ANN [46]
Proposed Approach

Accuracy
80%
97%
95%
95.5%
92.86%
99.96 %

In the Table III we have listed the various
techniques and models used by different authors
for prediction of illegitimate credit card
transactions and their respective accuracy. We can
clearly see that our proposed model has the
highest accuracy of 99.96% whereas the model
built by using the Concept Drifts Adaption [31]
had the least accuracy of 80%. It can be observed
the that the proposed method has the maximum
accuracy thus it outperforms other models.

The above Table II provides a brief insight of
the performance of various models compared to
the ADOCA model. The standard models like LR,
KNN, SVM, DT, and RF were trained employing
the same dataset and there result is shown in the
table. The same data set is employed to train the
ADOCA model, the data set was treated for the
class imbalance utilizing the over sampler so that
the class with less number of data would not make
our model under fitted or over fitted.

5. CONCLUSION
An abrupt spike is witnessed in digital
transaction in the recent years because of the ease
and the hassle free transactions and the
governments are also boosting the cashless
economy. A gradual rise is seen in illegitimate
transactions. Now a days the machine learning
models are used in each and every field owing to
its ability to provide a better performance
according to the change of dataset. Previously
many authors have tried various technique to
handle such illegitimate transactions. There were
many key challenges like the dataset generally
available is skewed and pre-processing of the
dataset was not done in an efficient way. Our key
goal in the work is to build a model that can
predict accurately the illegitimate transactions.

The experimental results from the following
aspects are analysed in Table II. First of all, the
influence of the 5-fold cross verification
approaches on the effect is not conclusive for the
CatBoost introduced in this paper and the
suggested ADOCA algorithm, but the ADOCA is
more influenced than the CatBoost Algorithm
which indicates a more reliable performance by
the ADOCA algorithm. In addition, by comparing
the effect of machine learning algorithms like
LR, KNN, SVM, DT, RF and ADOCA algorithms
and the improvement provided by ADOCA using
oversampling plays a significant role in this.
Finally, when contrasting the performance of the
ADOCA algorithm with the algorithms in
Comparison, It can be observed that the maximum
precision is obtained by the ADOCA algorithm.

We have proposed a new technique that make
use of Optimised CatBoost algorithm for
predicting the illegitimate transactions. Several
studies were performed utilizing real-world data
sets. The dataset is processed for the lost values
and the skewness by using scalars, handling the
missing values and over samplers. Further we
have selected best features by using the feature
selection. The model was hyper tuned by using the
random search CV. Then to measure the
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performance of the model it was compared with
various standard models like Logistic Regression,
SVM, KNN, Decision Trees, and Random Forest
Classifiers. The performance was measured by
using a multidimensional result analysis. The
result clearly shows a greater improvement in the
accuracy of the model, for a better result analysis
cross validation is also used. The proposed
technique is better compared to previous
approaches used by various authors in the past.
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Yang, “Video tracking using learned
hierarchical features,” IEEE Trans. Image
Process., vol. 24, no. 4, pp. 1424_1435, Apr.
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In view of security issues related to
confidentiality and sensitiveness of the data we
don’t have different datasets available for the
research process. Further due to frequent changes
in the methods used by the intruders for
performing the illegitimate transactions we need
updated dataset so that we can learn that whether
the model is easily adopting to the pattern changes
of the data or not.
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